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Our mission
and vision
Our goal is to establish TM Technology as a brand associated with high quality manufacturing and metalwork and competitive prices.
We believe that there is always room for improvements, therefore we constantly improve our equipment with upgrades and additional machines and adding skills to
the portfolio of our already experienced employees.
This determination combined with our vast workshops create a great blend of high
capacity manufacturing with strict quality control of large-scale, medium-scale metal
constructions and engine casings.

TM Technology JSC is a 100 % private company, located in the industrial
zone of Rousse on 65 000 m² area, including 45 000 m² sheltered area.
The company has 15 years of experience in the metalworking and the manufacture at metal constructions for the business sector.

Production

In 2003 the company acquired the assets of a Mechanical assembly plant in
Rousse city. Today the manufacturing facility of TM Technology has a workforce of 230 full-time employees.

The company focused on metalworking and manufacturing of large and
middle scale metal products: industrial metal structures, metal parts for
machinery and large-scale metal constructions.

The manufactured products are exported mainly to Western European countries such as Germany, the United Kingdom, Belgium, Austria and others.

Manufacture of large and middle size metal products up to 80 tons:
Housings at motors;
Metal engine frames:
Buckets for digging machines;
Cisterns and reservoirs up to 3500 m³
and others.
Manufacture of small size metal structures for consumer use.

Location

Our clients
KASTO, Austria
CATERPILLAR ENERGY SOLUTIONS, Germany
HEBACO, Belgium
SCHORCH, Germany
ATLAS COPCO LIFTON, Bulgaria
MONTUPET BULGARIA, Bulgaria
ROUSSE SHIPYARD WEST, Bulgaria
and others

The TM Technology factory borders port “Bulmarket” located on
the coast of Danube River. The port has loading cranes. The site of
the plant has serviced railway tracks. The Danube Bridge which
connects Bulgaria to Romania is 5 km away from us.
70 km away is the capital of Romania – Bucharest. The factory
was built specifically on this location so that it would be easier
and cheaper to transport production.
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Thanks to the Rousse port Bulgaria establishes trade relations with all
countries in the Rhine - Main – Danube canal. Rousse has the largest
Duty Free Zone in Bulgaria on an area of 370,300 m².
There are 29 warehouse and industrial buildings, railway station, oil
depot and a petrol station located in the territory.

Equipment and
technological
operations

Certificates
EN 1090-1 Requirements for conformity assessment for structural components (CE-Marking);
EN 1090-2 Technical requirements for the execution of steel structures;
EN ISO 3834-2 Quality requirement when welding by melting metal materials, Part 2: Vast quality requirements;
ISO 9001:2008 System for Quality Management.

The company has a complex structure of machines for cutting, milling, drilling, scraping, bending, blasting, coating, welding, heat-treatment, dyeing, straightening of metal sheets:
Zero line for treatment and cutting of metal sheets with a thickness of up to 300 mm;
Set of machines for mechanic machining of metal parts up to 40 tons with
dimensions 3000 x 2500 x 8000 mm and with accuracy up to 0.02 mm;
Laser cutting machines of metal sheets with thickness from 0,5 mm to 25 mm and
with maximum dimensions 2000 x 6000 mm;
Gas cutting machine;
Plasma cutting machine;
Shaft machines;
Guillotines;
Annealing furnace shaft to 12 meters and constructions up to 6 m;
Painting chamber 12 x 6 m;
Packing station
Equipment for welding from CAMPY, FRONIUS, LINCOLN ELECTRIC, ESAB for manual
performing arc welding, MIG/MAG welding, flux welding, VIG welding.
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